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Agricultural Productivity and Producer
Behavior
People today use technology on different devices in
different locations. Users expect to access information
on all relevant screens and across multiple channels
through smartphones, tablets, laptops/desktops,
smart (internet-connected) TVs, and other devices,
such as smartwatches for example. Multiscreen is no
longer a nice add-on, it’s a requirement. In this
environment, user experience needs to cater to
multiple devices. This book provides a holistic
approach that will help UX professionals to offer a
hands-on guide for UX design across multiple screens.
It presents an opportunity to learn how to cater
designs for customers. Readers will find patterns,
strategies, examples and case studies,
methodologies, and insights to help inspire them to
develop a viable strategy for their own digital
products and services. UX professionals will walk
through important elements of multiscreen UX:
Investigating the devices and their capabilities
Understanding the users and their capabilities
Considering the context in which users use these
devices Navigating next generation information
experiences and the future of content management
Designing content and UI architecture for multiscreen
projects A hands-on, practical guide to UX design for
how users approach content – across more than one
screen at a time Discusses devices, users, and their
practices Includes best practices, real-world
examples, and tips and tricks A preface written by
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Scott Jenson

A History of China
Potato in a Rice Bowl
A grand narrative of the intertwining lives of Walter
Benjamin, Martin Heidegger, Ludwig Wittgenstein,
and Ernst Cassirer, major philosophers whose ideas
shaped the twentieth century The year is 1919. The
horror of the First World War is still fresh for the
protagonists of Time of the Magicians, each of whom
finds himself at a crucial juncture. Benjamin, whose
life is characterized by false starts and unfinished
projects, is trying to flee his overbearing father and
floundering in his academic career, living hand to
mouth as a jobbing critic. Wittgenstein, by contrast,
has dramatically decided to divest himself of the
monumental fortune he stands to inherit, as a scion of
one of the biggest industrial families in Europe, in
order to commit himself unswervingly to a life of the
mind. Meanwhile, Heidegger, having managed to
avoid combat in war by serving instead as a
meteorologist, is carefully cultivating his career,
aligning himself with the great Edmund Husserl, and
renouncing his prior Catholic associations. Finally,
Cassirer is working furiously on the margins of
academia, applying himself intensely to his writing
and the possibility of a career at Hamburg University.
The stage is set for a great intellectual drama, which
will unfold across the next decade. The lives and
ideas of this great philosophical quartet will converge
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as they become world historical figures. But as the
Second World War looms on the horizon, their fates
will be very different. Wolfram Eilenberger,
internationally-bestselling author, stylishly traces the
paths of these remarkable and turbulent lives, which
feature not only philosophy but some of the most
important economists, politicians, journalists, and
artists of the century, including John Maynard Keynes,
Hannah Arendt, and Bertrand Russell. In doing so, he
tells a gripping story about some of history's most
ambitious and passionate thinkers, as well as
illuminating with rare clarity and economy their
brilliant ideas, which all too often have been regarded
as enigmatic or opaque.

Modern Far Eastern International
Relations
Mathematica Navigator gives you a general
introduction to Mathematica. The book emphasizes
graphics, methods of applied mathematics and
statistics, and programming. Mathematica Navigator
can be used both as a tutorial and as a handbook.
While no previous experience with Mathematica is
required, most chapters also include advanced
material, so that the book will be a valuable resource
for both beginners and experienced users.

Social Mobility in Traditional China
Many Chinese philosophic concepts derive from an
ancient cosmology. This work is the first
reconstructions of the mythic thought of the Shang
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Dynasty (ca. 1700- 1100 B.C.) which laid the
foundation for later Chinese patterns of thought. Allan
regards the myth, cosmology, divination, sacrificial
ritual, and art of the Shang as different manifestations
of a common religious system and each is examined
in turn, building up a coherent and consistent picture.
Although primarily concerned with the Shang, this
work also describes the manner in which Shang
thought was transformed in the later textual tradition.

Chinese Footbinding
Basic Physics of Nanoscience: Traditional Approaches
and New Aspects at the Ultimate Level deals with the
description of properties at the Nano level and selforganizing quantum processes of Nano systems. The
book presents the state of the art as well as
theoretical discussions of future developments,
beginning with simple Nano systems’ sensitivity to
small variations in interaction potential compared to
bulk cases, and continuing with a discussion of the
structure and dynamics of Nano systems as a function
of temperature. Additionally, the book analyzes selforganizing quantum processes—which are essential in
the design of new Nano systems—in detail, and
explores new aspects related to the quantum
theoretical nature of time, leading to an expansion of
the basic laws through nanotechnology. Finally, the
book explores the effect of nanotechnological
manipulations of brain functions and the need for the
development of reliable models for the matter-mind
complex. This innovative approach to understanding
Nano systems makes Basic Physics of Nanoscience a
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vital resource for advanced students and researchers
of physics, materials science, and neuroscience. •
Discusses nanoscience at the ultimate level where the
properties of molecular (atomic) matter emerge •
Presents classical approaches in nanoscience as well
as new aspects such as the quantum-physical nature
of time • Features an interdisciplinary approach,
including physics, behavior research, brain research,
the matter–mind–problem, and philosophical
implications

A History of China - Scholar's Choice
Edition
Provides the reader with working knowledge of
Mathematica and key aspects of Mathematica's
numerical capabilities needed to deal with virtually
any "real life" problem Clear organization, complete
topic coverage, and an accessible writing style for
both novices and experts Website for book with
additional materials:
http://www.MathematicaGuideBooks.org
Accompanying DVD containing all materials as an
electronic book with complete, executable
Mathematica 5.1 compatible code and programs,
rendered color graphics, and animations

The Fractalist
This richly illustrated book examines the changing
significance of ruins as vehicles for cultural memory in
Chinese art and visual culture from ancient times to
the present. The story of ruins in China is different
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from but connected to “ruin culture” in the West. This
book explores indigenous Chinese concepts of ruins
and their visual manifestations, as well as the
complex historical interactions between China and the
West since the eighteenth century. Wu Hung leads us
through an array of traditional and contemporary
visual materials, including painting, architecture,
photography, prints, and cinema. A Story of Ruins
shows how ruins are integral to traditional Chinese
culture in both architecture and pictorial forms. It
traces the changes in their representation over time,
from indigenous methods of recording damage and
decay in ancient China, to realistic images of
architectural ruins in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, to the strong interest in urban ruins in
contemporary China, as shown in the many artworks
that depict demolished houses and decaying
industrial sites. The result is an original interpretation
of the development of Chinese art, as well as a unique
contribution to global art history.

Chinese Folktales: An Anthology
WINNER OF THE INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AWARD, 2019 CMI BUSINESS
BOOK AWARDS Drawing on case studies from the
most innovative startups in Silicon Valley, this step-bystep guide will show you how to develop, validate,
and bring your impossibly big ideas to life. In today's
world, everyone needs to innovate to stay
competitive. It doesn't matter if you're a startup
founder, corporate executive, small business owner,
freelancer, or professional: There's a technology out
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there that's going to upend your industry. And if you
aren't able to harness it to your advantage, someone
else will. Innovation is no longer an option - it's the
price of admission into the business world. Make
Elephants Fly willhelp you implement the same
methodologies and processes as the most innovative
startups in Silicon Valley. It will show you: *How
startups come up with breakthrough products and
services. *How to structure innovation teams. *The
best ways to identify and vet new ideas. *What it
takes to foster a culture of innovation. *How to
establish a process of innovation throughout your
organization. By the time you've digested this book,
you will have the tools needed to take your impossibly
big idea and make it fly!

Legend, Lore, and Religion in China
"This book contains the proceedings of an NBER
conference held in Washington, DC, on May 13-14,
2010"--Page 3.

A Story of Ruins
The People of the Cobra Province in
Egypt
The book delivers a history from below for the first
half of Egyptian history covering the earliest
settlements, state formation and the pyramid age.
The focus is on the Wadjet province, about 350 km
south of modern Cairo in Upper Egypt.
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Herearchaeological records provide an especially rich
dataset for the material culture of farmers. Histories
of Ancient Egypt have focussed heavily on the kings,
monuments and inscriptions, while the working
population is hardly mentioned. The book investigates
the life of people far from the centres of power. One
main aim of the book is the interaction between
farmers and the ruling classes at the centres of power
and locally. How did decisions at the royal centre
affect the life of ordinary people? The Introduction
offers a critical survey of Egyptologists and their
attitudes towards the working class. The social and
cultural background of these researchers is analysed
to assess how heavily they are influenced by time and
their political and cultural background. The First
chapter then describes the location and gives a
history of previous research and excavations. The
archaeological sites and the recorded ancient place
names of the province are presented to provide a
geographical framework for the book. The following
chapters are arranged in chronological order, mainly
according to the archaeological phases visible in the
province. It appears that in phases of a weak central
government, people in the provinces were much
better off, while in phases of a strong central
government burials of poorer people are almost
absent. The reasons for this are discussed. A
substantial part of the book comprises descriptions of
single burials and the material culture in the province.
The archaeology of the poorer people is the main
focus. Burial customs and questions of production are
discussed. For a fuller picture, evidence from other
parts of Egypt is also taken into account. Thus
settlement sites in other regions are presented to
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provide contemporary evidence for living conditions in
particular periods. As the book will focus on the lower
classes, the Tributary Mode of Production will be used
as the main theoretical framework. The Tributary
Mode of Production (previously known as the Asiatic
Mode of Production) is a term that goes back to Karl
Marx, but was mainly used in the 20th century to
describe ancient societies whose economies were not
based on slaves. A constant question will be the
status of the working population. Were they
slaves,serfs or free citizens? It will be argued that
they were most often in a dependent position
comparable to that of serfs, while there is little
evidence for slavery. The numerous burials presented
in the volume are important for highlighting the
diversity of burials in the different periods. Many will
be placed in special subchapters. Readers can skip
these chapters when they prefer to concentrate on
the main text.

Brecht and East Asian Theatre
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
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freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.

Sumerians
The Microeconomics of Complex
Economies
Football Goes East
World War One was one of the bloodiest wars in
modern history. At its end, it had claimed over
seventeen million lives. It led to the collapse of
nations, the abdication of monarchies and ended
empires. Entire divisions of men perished in the
pursuit of mere miles of uninhabitable
wasteland––towns were pulverized and millions
displaced. It became a horrendous war of attrition,
each side competing to kill as many of their foe as
possible. Inside you will read about ✓ 1914 - Blood Is
Spilled ✓ 1915 - The Dawn Of The Industrialized War
✓ 1916 - Unrelenting Bloodshed ✓ 1917 - Revolution,
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Revelation and Catastrophe ✓ 1918 - The Great War
At An End It became the first industrialized war in
history and introduced revolutionary technology into
the fray. The Airplane, the Tank and the Machine Gun
first saw action collectively during the conflict. It was
also the first war in which poison gas was used to
choke young men out of their trenches. This book is a
timeline account of the important events that shaped
the First World War. It details the events and causes
that led the world to war. This book covers the
milestone moments, important battles, and how the
outcome changed the world forever.

A History of China
This is the first complete history of the custom of
footbinding, which persisted for a thousand years in
China. Drawn from the erotic literature of traditional
China and more contemporary sources, this is a
detailed portrait of a practice that lay at the heart of
the sexual psychology of the Chinese for whom the
golden lotus or bound foot encased in tiny silken
slipper and swaying willow walk of bound-footed
women were the ultimate expressions of sensuality.
But as the author shows, footbinding was more than
an erotic custom; it was also central to the
sociological position and role of women in Chinese
society. The book deals with the origin, presence, and
history of foot binding, the techniques associated with
it, its place in erotic practices, the pain and pleasure
of the custom, and its sociological importance.

Adventures of a Computational Explorer
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Why are we all taught maths for years of our lives?
Does it really empower everyone? Or fail most and
disenfranchise many? Is it crucial for the AI age or an
obsolete rite of passage? The Math(s) Fix: An
Education Blueprint for the AI Age is a groundbreaking
book that exposes why maths education is in crisis
worldwide and how the only fix is a fundamentally
new mainstream subject. It argues that today's maths
education is not working to elevate society with
modern computation, data science and AI. Instead,
students are subjugated to compete with what
computers do best, and lose. This is the only book to
explain why being "bad at maths" may be as much
the subject's fault as the learner's: how a stuck
educational ecosystem has students, parents,
teachers, schools, employers and policymakers
running in the wrong direction to catch up with realworld requirements. But it goes further too"¬‚¬"for
the first time setting out a completely alternative
vision for a core computational school subject to fix
the problem and seed more general reformation of
education for the AI age.

A History of China
A legendary civilization vanished under the Fertile
Crescent and escaped a fate worse than death until
Sumerologists questioned widely accepted truths. The
Sumerians reemerged onto the extraordinary timeline
of human history. Their tales of kings and gods,
including the Epic of Gilgamesh, and their fearless
trade in distant lands, during the remarkable Bronze
Age, centered in the world’s first city-states that
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chronicled ancient rivalries and their enduring impact.
Inside you will read about ✓ How We Know What We
Know About Sumerians ✓ The Bronze Age – Sumer
And Its Contemporaries ✓ How Did The Sumerians
Become Civilized? ✓ How Long Were They Around ✓
Primer Of Impact Of Sumerian Ancient Civilization On
Our World ✓ What Did They Look Like? ✓ What
Shaped Their Worldview? And much more! Our
journey relies on excavated and historical evidence to
explore their productive fascinations with order and
man’s place in the universe. Their application of
impressive knowledge helps us unfold their
mysterious civilization.

Basic Physics of Nanoscience
This book briefly discusses the main provisions of the
theory of modeling. It also describes in detail the
methodology for constructing computer models of
dynamic systems using the Wolfram visual modeling
environment, SystemModeler, and provides
illustrative examples of solving problems of
mechanics and hydraulics. Intended for students and
professionals in the field, the book also serves as a
supplement to university courses in modeling and
simulation of dynamic systems.

Folktales of China
Memoir of a Minnesota housewife who finds herself
raising her two young sons in Tokyo after her husband
moves the family there in 1962.
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Computer Modeling and Simulation of
Dynamic Systems Using Wolfram
SystemModeler
This book contains unique information about Bertolt
Brecht and East Asian theatre. It focuses in particular
on China and offers first and detailed accounts of
important Brecht productions from those directly
involved. Hence it grants remarkable insight into the
problems of modern Chinese theatre and its
relationship to Western theatre and into possible
future developments. The book also throws light on
Brecht's work and suggests ways of 're-producing'
Brecht in the West. It consists of papers presented at
a Hong Kong conference by distinguished Western
critics (John Willett, Klaus Volker) and prominent
practitioners of the theatre in China - directors (Huang
Zuolin, Chen Yong), stage designers, translators and
scholars. There are also accounts of Brecht
productions in Japan and India, which form a
stimulating contrast with the Chinese experience.
With a wealth of practical examples, the book enables
us to appreciate how theatre develops within different
social structures. Presenting examples of cultural
affinity and cultural disjunction, it also makes a useful
contribution to intercultural study.

Time of the Magicians
This volume presents six new papers on
environmental/energy economics and policy. Robert
Stavins evaluates carbon taxes versus a cap-andtrade mechanism for reducing greenhouse-gas
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emissions, arguing that specific design features of
either instrument can be more consequential than the
choice of instrument itself. Lucas Davis and James
Sallee show that the exemption of electric vehicles
from the gasoline tax is likely to be efficient as long
as gasoline prices remain below social marginal costs,
even though it results in lower tax revenue. Caroline
Flammer analyzes the rapidly growing market for
green bonds and highlights the importance of thirdparty certification to the financial and environmental
performance of publically traded companies. Antonio
Bento, Mark Jacobsen, Christopher Knittel, and Arthur
van Benthem develop a general framework for
evaluating the costs and benefits of fuel economy
standards and use it to account for the differences
between several recent studies of changes in these
standards. Nicholas Muller estimates a measure of
output in the U.S. economy over the last 60 years that
accounts for air pollution damages, and shows that
pollution effects are sizable, affect growth rates, and
have diminished appreciably over time. Finally, Marc
Hafstead and Roberton Williams illustrate methods of
accounting for employment effects when evaluating
the costs and benefits of environmental regulations.

Conquerors and Rulers Social Forces in
Medieval China
This unique and authoritative guide describes more
than 400 important Chinese symbols, explaining their
esoteric meanings and connections. Their use and
development in Chinese literature and in Chinese
customs and attitudes to life are traced lucidly and
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precisely. `An ideal reference book to help one learn
and explore further, while simultaneously giving
greater insight into many other aspects of Chinese life
the most authoritative guide to Chinese symbolism
available to the general reader today a wellresearched, informative and entertaining guide to the
treasure trove of Chinese symbols.' - South China
Morning Post

Environmental and Energy Policy and the
Economy
Make Elephants Fly
The Microeconomics of Complex Economies uses
game theory, modeling approaches, formal
techniques, and computer simulations to teach useful,
accessible approaches to real modern economies. It
covers topics of information and innovation, including
national and regional systems of innovation; clustered
and networked firms; and open-source/openinnovation production and use. Its final chapter on
policy perspectives and decisions confirms the value
of the toolset. Written so chapters can be used
independently, the book includes an introduction to
computer simulation and pedagogical supplements.
Its formal, accessible treatment of complexity goes
beyond the scopes of neoclassical and mainstream
economics. The highly interdependent economy of
the 21st century demands a reconsideration of
economic theories. Describes the usefulness of
complex heterodox economics Emphasizes
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divergences and convergences with neoclassical
economic theories and perspectives Fits easily into
courses on intermediate microeconomics, industrial
organization, and games through self-contained
chapters

Multiscreen UX Design
Surveys the main developments in Chinese society
from earliest times to the present, emphasizing social
institutions and reviewing recent Chinese foreign
policy

The Mathematica GuideBook for
Numerics
Through his pioneering work in science, technology
and language design, Stephen Wolfram has
developed his own signature way of thinking about an
impressive range of subjects. From science consulting
for a Hollywood movie, solving problems of AI ethics,
hunting for the source of an unusual polyhedron,
communicating with extraterrestrials, to finding the
fundamental theory of physics and exploring the
digits of pi, Adventures of a Computational Explorer
captures the infectious energy and curiosity of one of
the great pioneers of the computational world.

Books Without Borders
Dictionary of Chinese Symbols
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A vivid narrative of education in a classroom in Beijing
China, day by day, month by month, the book follows
Ms. Franks' experiences teaching a seminar on the
topic of change to gifted Chinses high-school students
hoping for admission to American colleges and
universities. Ms. Franks offers them a concept of
education goes beyond knowing the right answers to
questions on standardized tests. Instead, she raises
questions about the best life, suffering and justice,
that are an essential part of the education of a
human, humane person. At the same time, Ms. Franks
herself as she confronts her own assumptions and presuppositions about books and arguments that she has
been familiar with her whole adult life. By looking
through the eyes of her Chinese students, she sees
for the first time the powerful strangeness of many of
our Western texts and habits of mind. Reading
Chinese classic texts, she engages in a mirror image
of what she asked her students to do, bringing the
insights gained to bear on her experience of China.

A History of China, by Wolfram Eberhard
Wolfram Siemann tells a new story of Clemens von
Metternich, the Austrian at the center of nineteenthcentury European diplomacy. Known as a
conservative and an uncompromising practitioner of
realpolitik, in fact Metternich accommodated new
ideas of liberalism and nationalism insofar as they
served the goal of peace. And he promoted reform at
home.

World War 1
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Agricultural yields have increased steadily in the last
half century, particularly since the Green Revolution.
At the same time, inflation-adjusted agricultural
commodity prices have been trending downward as
increases in supply outpace the growth of demand.
Recent severe weather events, biofuel mandates, and
a switch toward a more meat-heavy diet in emerging
economies have nevertheless boosted commodity
prices. Whether this is a temporary jump or the
beginning of a longer-term trend is an open question.
Agricultural Productivity and Producer Behavior
examines the factors contributing to the remarkably
steady increase in global yields and assesses whether
yield growth can continue. This research also
considers whether such growth will impose significant
environmental externalities. Among the topics studied
are genetically modified crops; changing climatic
factors; farm production responses to government
regulations including crop insurance, transport
subsidies, and electricity subsidies for groundwater
extraction; and the role of specific farm practices
such as crop diversification, disease management,
and water-saving methods. This research provides
new evidence that technological as well as policy
choices influence agricultural productivity.

Mathematica Navigator
Describes historical, legendary, and supernatural
persons, animals, and objects that recur as symbols in
Oriental art and literature

Metternich
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"Flows with the naturalness of conversation". -- The
Small Press Book Review "Translated with simplicity
and lucidity". -- The Book Reader "This collection of
twelve traditional tales from various parts of China in
different time periods represents a popular choice and
one sure to be well-received". -- Religious Studies
Review

The Design and Implementation of US
Climate Policy
Modern research has not only demonstrated that all
these accounts are inventions of a much later period
but has also shown why such narratives were
composed. The older historical sources make no
mention of any rulers before 2200 B.C. no mention
even of their names.

The Math(s) Fix
In 221 B.C. the First Emperor of Qin unified what
would become the heart of a Chinese empire whose
major features would endure for two millennia. In the
first of a six-volume series on the history of imperial
China, Lewis highlights the key challenges facing the
court officials and scholars who set about governing
an empire of such scale and diversity.

Shape of the Turtle, The
This text looks at the development of football as a
major participatory sport in Japan, Korea and China. It
analyses the complex relationship between sport,
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culture, society and economy in the East.

The Early Chinese Empires
A History of China
A Yale mathematician best known for his ideas on
fractals traces his early years as a member of a
Lithuanian Jewish family in Warsaw, his education
under challenging circumstances, and his
development of a new geometry that unfolded
formerly hidden laws governing chaos and the natural
and financial worlds. Reprint.
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